Abstract. The maintenance of a software system represents an important part in its lifetime. In general, each software system is the subject of different kinds of changes. Bug fixes and a new functionality extensions are the most common reasons for a change. Usually, a change is accomplished by source code modifications. To make such a modification, correct understanding the current state of a system is required. This paper presents the innovative approach to the simplification of program comprehension. Based on the presented method, the affected software system is analysed and metamodel for the selected feature is created. The feature represents functional aspect of a system being the subject of the analysis and change. The main benefit is that by focusing on well known (and precisely described) parts of program implementation, it is possible to create metamodel for implementation parts automatically. The level of metamodel is at a higher level of abstraction than implementation.
Introduction
Software systems help us with many everyday tasks. Since none software system is perfect, sooner or later there is demand for a change. Software systems often model a real world situation. That is why changes in real world result in state, in which software system (which was satisfactory in the past) is becoming insufficient. To bring such system to the sufficient state again, it has to be changed. The most common reasons for a change are bug fixes and additions of a new functionality. It is more common to change the existing system than to create a new from scratch. Software system maintenance and evolution consumes up to 80 percent of system's lifetime [16] .
To perform a maintenance, it is necessary to understand details related to the requested change correctly. Without sufficient knowledge, it is possible to break functionality of a system. Therefore a program comprehension is the prerequisite for program maintenance. After understanding the request for a change, the relevant implementation code fragments have to be identified. Just after that these fragments can be safely modified. As a software system is growing, it is more and more difficult to locate code intended for maintenance. This problem raises also with fluctuation of developers.
In this paper, we propose a new architecture for improving a program comprehension, based on utilization of well known classes used in object-oriented program. We claim that for these classes it is possible to define accurate localization algorithm. This algorithm, in combination with a predefined feature knowledge base, maps the selected program feature at a higher level of abstraction automatically. Moreover, this mapping is performed in runtime.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed methodology for automatic abstraction of selected feature. Section 3 presents the experiment developed using Java programming language. Section 4 covers the related works. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper and presents future work.
Feature Metamodel at Higher Level of Abstraction
Existing tools for dynamic analysis and visualization of system execution are mostly generic solutions. Visualization result is difficult to use, since it is closer to implementation level than to application domain level. To get application domain specific visualization, link between application domain concept and code implementation must exist. This link between different levels of abstraction is not explicitly represented in a program code. When reading and understanding program by a developer, this link is built up using previous developer's experiences and knowledge (about problem domain, programming techniques, algorithms, data structures, etc.). To reproduce this activity automatically, a kind of knowledge base describing link between different levels of abstraction must be established.
In this paper, we will focus on how to abstract systems constructed in objectoriented manner. A program developed in object-oriented language is typically defined by group of classes and their instances -objects. Objects communicate to each other by sending messages. Relationships between classes and objects are defined by program code. Let's define V as a set of all existing classes (1) and P as a set of classes used in object-oriented program (2) . Figure 1 represents a program created in object-oriented language.
To understand object-oriented program, a developer has to read used classes and understand their relations and meanings. By term understanding we mean "ability of explaining the program, its structure, its behaviour, its effects on its operational context, and its relationships to application domain in terms that are qualitatively different from the tokens used to construct the source code of the program" [2] . It is essential to move implementation level knowledge to a higher level of abstraction. As mentioned above, to make the translation from one level to another, extensive knowledge -a knowledge base -is required. Complete knowledge base should contain information about all classes, all application domains and about their relationship. Since usually new classes are defined, it is impossible to prepare complete knowledge base.
However, there is a group of software components, which are well known and their amount is limited -components defined in software libraries. Defining knowledge base which contains information about software libraries, it is possible automatically create the transformation between the implementation level and higher level of abstraction, i.e. such that implements features comprised in libraries.
Modern object oriented software development platforms provides a comprehensive set of its own standard class libraries. Let's designate K as a set of known classes, i.e. all classes with known names and meaning. K is a subset of set V , of all classes. (3). Let's define K as a set of known classes, which are used in the program (4).
When using classes from standard library, the program becomes easier readable and understandable (Fig. 2) .
Let's define aspect of the program as a group of known classes used in the program, which relates to one logical part (from higher level abstraction point of . By defining a knowledge base for known classes and by analyzing program for the way of using these classes, it is possible to define a function f , which maps an aspect of the program to model M , which can be created at a higher level of abstraction than implementation level (Fig.  3, equation 6 ).
In implementation, the knowledge base and the function f will be presented by combination of tracking algorithm and metamodel builder algorithm. Both algorithms will be specific for each feature.
Proposed system architecture is described in fig. 4 . Since there are two separate systems (base system and tool), where one react about the other, it is convenient to use a metalevel architecture. Base level is represented by a legacy software system. This system is a subject to analyse. Metalevel represents the tool. Base level system is automatically enhanced with code tracing system runtime execution. Based on tracing results and utilizing knowledge base, the metasystem automatically builds a metamodel of specified feature. This metamodel describes feature implementation at a higher level of abstraction. 
Tool for Feature Metamodel Building
To validate usefulness of our proposal, we have constructed experimental tool, which automatically builds up metamodel for several predefined features. The experiment is performed using Java programming language. This language was chosen because of its wide use and its rich standard library (Java Class Library).
To extend base level application with tracking code, we decided to use aspect-oriented approach. AOP ability for extending existing code with a new functionality is very helpful for techniques depending on metadata -it is possible to extend base system with monitoring code [25] . This new code will create execution traces used to build metamodel.
Process of extending base level application with monitoring code is defined in knowledge base in form of AOP aspects. For each feature, the knowledge base contains information about its implementation -classes and methods used, as well as the way of using these classes and methods. Aspects defined in the knowledge base trace execution and usage of specified classes and methods at the base level of application. According to the traced information, algorithm (also defined in the knowledge base) builds up corresponding metamodel. Aspects and algorithm building metamodel are specific for each modelled feature.
One scenario supported by the experiment is modelling the feature for input/output streams. A stream can be defined as a sequence of data. A stream can represent many different kinds of sources and destinations, including disk files, devices, other programs, and memory arrays. Basic classes used to work with streams are abstract classes java.io.InputStream, java.io.OutputStream, that work with bytes, and java.io.Reader and java.io.Writer, that work on characters. Different extensions of these classes allow different kinds of stream transformations. Among others, class java.io.ByteArrayInputStream allows reading bytes from byte array, java.io.FileInputStream allows reading bytes from file, java.io.FilterInputStream allows stream transformations, java.util.zip.GZIPInputStream decompresses stream data, etc. In the knowledge base used in experiment, the description of these classes is defined. One recognized way of using these classes is chaining their instances (instance of one class is used as constructor parameter for another one). This is common way for defining the chain of classes used to process the specific stream. For example, stream is read from a file, then it is decrypted and finally decompressed.
Described feature of input/output streams is modelled as the chain of filters used with a stream (Fig. 5) . To build such metamodel automatically, all invocations of mentioned classes' constructors must be traced. Metamodel is created according to traced sequence of constructor invocations. Algorithm building metamodel must consider only related invocations (connected through constructor argument). Finally, the tool displays graphical representation of created metamodel (Fig. 6) . 
Related Works
The work presented in this paper addresses the issue for improving program comprehension by automatic metamodel abstraction.
According to a new design principle of open implementation a software module allows its clients to control its implementation strategy [13] .
Open implementation contains besides main interface (providing functionality) also meta-interface through which a client tunes the implementation underlying the primary interface. The wide use of open implementation principle is metalevel architecture, see [15] .
In general, a metalevel architecture consists of different levels, where one level is controlled by another one. From viewpoint of program represented as a set of objects, it is possible to define several terms in the area of metalevel architectures. Application describing a problem being solved is located at domain level. Domain objects are objects of this application. These objects describe the problem being solved. Domain object protocol defines operations (called domain operations) provided by domain object.
Except a domain level there exists a metalevel, which provides a space for metaobjects. Metaobjects describe, control, implement or modify domain objects. In case of multilevel architecture, metaobject can control another metaobjects. A metaobject protocol (MOP) is object-oriented interface allowing communication between objects at domain level and objects at metalevel. It defines application programming interface which can be used to work with metaobjects. Finally, metaobject operation is operation from metaobject protocol.
The technology of aspect-oriented programming which allows modularization of crosscuting concerns [14] , ability for adding a new functionality to an existing program code [25] has been used in our solution as the basic technology for our runtime abstraction.
For maintenance tasks, the first step to be done before a change itself is identifying and understanding program code relevant to the requested change. Identifying parts of source code, that correspond to functional part of program, is known as feature or concept location [32] . Feature or concept can be defined as cohesive set of functionality [31] . Each feature represents a well understood abstraction of a system's problem domain [28] . It exists at runtime as a collaboration of objects, exchanging messages to achieve a specific goal. The main difference between concepts and features is, that the user can exercise the latter (hence the notion of concept is more general than the notion of feature) [18] . In this work, we focused on features. Features are usually described by the requirements of a software system. Typically, users formulate their requirements, change requests or error reports in terms of features [21] .
Finding relations between features and source code takes important part in our program comprehension. Feature location is the process of identifying mappings between domain level concepts and their implementations in source code (it identifies code fragments that implements specific feature) [24] . The maintenance request, expressed usually in natural language and using the domain level terminology is the input of mapping and a set of components that implement the feature [4] is the output. The input and output of the location process belong to different levels of abstraction (domain level on one side, implementation level on the other side). To make the transformation from one level to another, extensive knowledge is required (problem domain, programming techniques, algorithms, data structures, etc.). Since features are not explicitly represented in source code, the features identification is a difficult task. It is traditionally an intuitive and informal process, based on past experiences.
In general, feature location can be static, dynamic or hybrid. The static techniques of feature identification doesn't need execution of subject programthese techniques instead focus on searching in source code. The feature (or concept) location process can be defined as follows [19] :
1. feature formulation (usually in natural language) 2. query formulation and execution based on the intermediary representation 3. investigation of results
First approaches simply utilized pattern matching tools (such as Unix utility grep). This basic principle was improved in several ways ([4] [7] [20] [33] [29]
[10] [11] ). Improvements include extending the search process with usage of advanced information retrieval methods, or creating different ways of graphical visualisation of query results.
The dynamic technique of feature identification analyzes execution traces of subject program. These techniques are important especially for object-oriented and dynamic languages. With these, it is nearly impossible to obtain a complete understanding of the system only by inspecting the source code [28] . Objectoriented characteristics such as inheritance and polymorphism make it difficult to understand runtime behavior of the system only by inspecting source code. Finally, hybrid (combined) feature location techniques utilize both -execution trace and source code information. Usually, static information is used to filter the execution traces.
Works [23] [30] [17] use Java Debug Interface to collect execution traces. Using this approach is complicated and leads to performance penalty -so we decided for the use of AOP to create execution traces. In [8] a set of instrumentation aspects is defined that add code to a given Java program to collect enough tracing information such that the program can be reverse engineered. In this approach, every method invocation is intercepted and may be recorded. Since recording each method invocation would yield too much data to be analyzed, the recorder may be customized using a filter expression. However, to define filter expression, implementation level knowledge is required.
Common approach to handle a big amount of execution trace data is its visualization. Standards provided by execution trace analysis are sequence diagrams and mapping method calls to source files. Sequence diagrams, while originally devised as a notation used during analysis and design, can be also very useful in program comprehension -through the visualization of execution call traces. Reverse-engineered sequence diagrams based on dynamic call traces are typically very large, therefore several techniques to handle theirs size were introduced [1] .
Works [12] [3] use aspect-oriented programming to instrument executed program with a new code, which collects information about program execution. Collected data are presented as UML sequential diagrams. Paper [22] summarizes experiences with the development of a reverse engineering tool for UML sequence diagrams. Author states that the development of a tool supporting the reconstruction of the behavior of a running software system must address the major areas of data collection, representation of this data in a suitable metamodel, and finally its graphical representation. Work [1] provides an overview of sequence diagram tools.
Paper [9] proposes a reverse-engineering tool suite to build precise class diagrams from Java programs. The tool uses both static and dynamic data to infer relationships among classes and interfaces. Work [3] describes class diagrams used to create metamodels. These metamodels holds collected data and model resulting diagrams.
Besides UML diagrams, several tools uses own specific way of data visualization. Paper [5] proposes trace visualization techniques based on the massive sequence and circular bundle view. Paper [6] introduces a novel 3D visualization technique that supports animation of feature behavior. The approach exploits a third dimension to visually represent the dynamic information, namely object instantiations and message sends. Work [26] describes user views of the execution that are specific to the program being understood and to the particular problem.
Described ways of dynamic analysis and visualization of system execution are generic solutions. Such approaches are often difficult to use, since it is impossible to have only one simple general visualization suitable for different kinds of specific behaviours. Therefore to use such tools, user must understand (often complex) visualization output, which is closer to implementation level than to application domain level. As stated in [26] and [27] , understanding the software behavior is a unique problem requiring a specialized solution and a visualization.
Our approach comes out from the fact introduced above. One of our aims was to provide feature specific visualization, which will be closer to application domain level than to implementation level. To create such a visualization, feature specific model is built up during dynamic analysis of system execution.
Conclusions and Future Work
The paper presents a new approach to automatic feature mapping between different levels of abstraction. The proposed method utilizes knowledge of standard class libraries. The experimental tool based on this method has been developed, to prove the ability for automatic feature visualization at a higher level of abstraction than that of the implementation. Based on the usage of known classes, the tool is able to automatically track down selected predefined feature of existing application and create its metamodel. Since the metamodel is specific for tracked feature, also its visualization can be closer to application domain and better describes given problem (in contrary to generic visualizations). Predefined knowledge base substitutes developer's knowledge.
The development of such automatic tool is not so simple. The main difficulty is associated with knowledge base construction -for each recognized feature there must be aspects defined to trace feature implementation and algorithms to model traced implementation details in metamodel. The level of difficulty of aspects and algorithms depends on the specific feature. On the other side, once the tool is developed, it can be used to locate predefined features from any existing application using compatible version of libraries. It is even possible to use the tool with application with no source code available (in case of using loadtime weaving of aspects). The prerequisite is just the compatibility of application programming interface. 
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